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Tools
From the Activities Tool bar, choose Tools:

The panel that opens is the environment for Probe and Racks Definition and Calibration.
Depending on the architecture of the system, this Tool section manages sensors in active mode (Standard
Tools Management) or simply collects all defined tools (I++ Tools Management).
Here we describe the standard Tools management in Tangram.
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Calibration artifact List
Since version 4.02.055 it is possible to have more than one gauge spheres.
The "Add" button allows to insert a new gauge.
Each gauge has an icon allowing to manage them editing and removing.
Anyway, at least one gauge must still be present in the system and it is not allowed to remove the last one.
If more than one is present you can choose one of them as default.

Tools List
In Tangram more than one cluster of probes can be defined and saved. Each cluster is identified by icon and
name. One of them can be set as Active so that the project makes use of the calibrated probes included
in it.
As from configuration CMM can be equipped with fixed head where a cluster of probes can be mounted or
with an indexable head where each position of each tip represents a different tool.

Add a new group of probes

Any cluster of probes requires to be calibrated before being used to measure.
Calibration include two procedures:
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•

•

Sphere Location
a measurement cycle on a calibrated sphere of known diameter and with a nominal stylus(pre
assigned offsets) aimed to determine the position of the sphere in the CMM volume and evaluates
the tip radius of the stylus
Tool Calibration
Similar measurement cycle on the same sphere that, starting from the knowledge of sphere
location, evaluates lengths and tip radius of the Tool.

Fixed Probe

Dedicated to cluster of probes mounted on a fixed head.

Sphere Location
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o On top is the name of the cluster
o On left is the list of tool  Use “Add Tool” and “Delete Tool” to manage.
o The selected one is the active one and its name is on the top of the tabbed panel
o Under the name choose the type of probe:

o Then select the tips configuration by clicking on the four possible star branches.
Default are: F (front, aligned to the second sensor mount direction), B (back), L (left) and R (right).
Use “Custom” button to give personal names or add special directions

In case the cluster has styli with “no standard” direction it is possible to configure them giving the A
and B angles. Those angles use the same PH angles approach for Pitch and Roll.
For example, the default styli would be:
Front has A=90 B=0;
Left has A=90 B=-90
o Then specify the “Sensor mount “ . It consists of two directions
o main probe direction
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o probe orientation (tipically defined by a led or a specific sign on the probe itself)

o In the Gauge panel :
The gauge to use can be choose using the combo on the bottom right.
Following operations of Sphere Location or calibration will use this one.

and the gauge panel is updated with the selected one.

set the diameter and the stem direction.
The center will be calculated and displayed at end of the measurement.
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o In the Probe panel:

choose the tip for the measurement and the offsets values i.e. components of the vector between
the quill and the center ball of the (as close as possible to the real offset lenghts starting from the
quill)
o In the CNC panel are the parameters of the measurement:

Gauge measurement can precede manually using joystick to take points on the gauge (minimum 4
points) or, better, users can select automatic cycle by 5 or 9 points.
A bounding distance allows users to have a measurement on a portion of the calibration artifact.
This is to avoid the risk to hit the sphere with the stem of the tip.

Use Avoid Angle to be sure the tip does not hit the stem of the gauge during the measurement.

α
o Measurement Settings will open the common form dedicated to speed, acceleration and distances
for moving.
o Finally In case of presence of Tool Changer (already calibrated) you can assign the ports in the rack
to the probes in calibration.
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- Run the measurement in cnc by choosing the option:

o Full Mapping in case of scanning probe when the deflection matrix have to be calculated.
(In the next future this option will be used also in case of TP20 to calculate the anysotropy
errors in order to compensate)
o Tip-Offset in case of trigger probe or in case of scanning probe when the deflection matrix
is already known.
When run is clicked, the user will be asked to move in front of the sphere:

Then, with OK, the measurement starts.
At the end of the measurement cycle Form error and Sigma are calculated and snown on top right of
the form.
The Gauge sphere center position is stored and the ball radius of the tool calculated.
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Tool Calibration

The measurement procedure is very similar to the Sphere location but instead of the Gauge
parameters there is the list of stylus:
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Select here the tip to be calibrated.
In the Probe data panel is the date of last calibration.
The result of Calibration are the tool offsets and tip radius.
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